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Abstract: We report the use of epsilon near zero (ENZ) metamaterial to 
control spontaneous emission from Zinc-Oxide (ZnO) excitons. The ENZ 
material consists of alternating layers of silver and alumina with 
subwavelength thicknesses, resulting in an effective medium where one of 
the components of the dielectric constant approach zero between 370nm-
440nm wavelength range. Bulk ZnO with photoluminescence maximum in 
the ENZ regime was deposited via atomic layer deposition to obtain a 
smooth film with near field coupling to the ENZ metamaterial. Preferential 
emission from the ZnO layer into the metamaterial with suppression of 
forward emission by 90% in comparison to ZnO on silicon is observed. We 
attribute this observation to the presence of dispersionless plasmonic modes 
in the ENZ regime as shown by the results of theoretical modeling 
presented here. Integration of ENZ metamaterials with light emitters is an 
attractive platform for realizing a low threshold subwavelength laser. 
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1. Introduction 

Epsilon near zero (ENZ) metamaterials (MMs) are designed to have one or more components 
of the dielectric permittivity tensor approach zero for a desired wavelength region. So far 
ENZ materials have been demonstrated in the micro-wave [1], mid-IR [2,3], and optical 
regimes [4,5] with applications including super-coupling [6], subwavelength funneling [7], 
thermophotovoltaic devices [8], and control of spontaneous emission [2]. 

ENZ metamaterials in the near-UV to near-IR ranges were realized using metal-dielectric 
composites in nano-rod form [9], nano-spheroids [10], and lamellar multilayers [4,5]. In these 
structures the zero of the dielectric permittivity can be tuned to a desired range by controlling 
the fill-fraction of the metal in the structure [11]. One very attractive aspect of this type of 
MMs is that in the ENZ region light-matter interaction is maximized [12–14]. In this work we 
have designed a lamellar MM to have an ENZ response for the emission peak of Zinc Oxide 
(ZnO) and measured the photoluminescence intensity of ZnO grown on top of the structure. 
We observed an intensity reduction by a factor of ten, in comparison to a reference sample of 
ZnO grown on silicon (Si) substrate, due to preferential emission into the ENZ MM. This 
preferential emission is attributed to slow modes governing the photonic density of states 
(PDOS) in the near zero regime. 

2. Design of epsilon near zero metamaterial 

The fabricated ENZ metamaterial is a superlattice composed of four periods (4P) of thin 
alternating layers of alumina (Al2O3) and silver (Ag) grown by electron-beam evaporation. 
For each silver layer an ultra-thin Ge seed layer (1-2nm) was first deposited which ensures the 
formation of continuous, optically smooth films [15,16]. Figure 1(a) shows a transmission 
electron microscope (TEM) micrograph of a cross-sectional of the 4P structure displaying the 
dielectric (D) Al2O3 layers and the metallic (M) Ag layers. The thicknesses in nm as 
determined from the TEM micrograph are from bottom to top; D1 = 13, M1 = 16, D2 = 23, 
M2 = 7.6, D3 = 17.8, M3 = 7.6, D4 = 15, M4 = 7.3, D5(spacer) = 6.5. Terminating the MM 
with a spacer layer is crucial to avoid quenching into a lossy surface plasmon polariton mode 
[17] The fill fraction of metal in the structure is 0.36 (not including the spacer layer). 

We used Effective medium theory (EMT) [18,19] to calculate the permittivity components 
of the bulk as graphed in Fig. 1(b). The effective medium calculation uses optical constants of 
thin film Ag and Al2O3 that were measured by ellipsometry on samples prepared by electro-
beam deposition (see Data File 1 and Data File 2 for the measured optical constants of Ag and 
Al2O3 respectively). In Fig. 1(b) we identify four regions based on the relationship between 
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the real parts permittivity in the in-plane direction ( ε ) and the direction perpendicular to the 

layers ( ε⊥ ). In region I where 0 , 0ε ε⊥> <  the MM has a type I hyperbolic dispersion (the 

iso-frequency contour forms a discontinuous hyperboloid, see [11]). In region II where 
both 0 , 0ε ε⊥> > the MM has elliptical dispersion and behaves like a lossy anisotropic 

dielectric material. Region III is the ENZ regime where ~ 0ε , this region overlaps with the 

emission peak of ZnO at 380nm (marked by vertical dashed line in the figure). In region IV 
0 , 0ε ε⊥< >  and the MM has a type II hyperbolic dispersion (continuous hyperboloid, see 

[11]). In this work we concentrate on the ENZ regime where light-matter interaction is 
maximized [14]. We note that on the graph there are also ENZ transitions for ε⊥ that occur at 
325nm and 345nm, however these transitions are sharp so they do not provide a broadband 
effect and they suffer from more loss than the transition at 400nm for ε . In addition to the 

effective medium approximation we also employ an exact calculation of the bandstructure of 
the MM using a dyadic Green function approach [13,20]. The calculation takes into account 
each layer’s thickness as obtained from TEM imaging. The corresponding bandstructure is 
included in section 5 of this letter. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Cross section of 4P structure imaged by transmission electron microscope (TEM). 
Ag shows as dark stripes, Al2O3 as bright, bottom most layer is Si substrate, topmost layer is a 
protective Pt layer which is deposited as a part of the cross-sectioning process. (b) Effective 
permittivity components of the metamaterial. Calculated using optical constants on thin layer 
Ag and Al2O3 obtained from ellipsometry (see Data File 1 and Data File 2). Region I: Type I 
hyperbolic dispersion, Region II: Elliptical dispersion, Region III: ENZ regime, Region IV: 
Type II hyperbolic dispersion. Dashed line marks the emission peak of ZnO. 

3. Synthesis of ZnO layers with clean emission spectrum 

ZnO was grown by atomic-layer deposition (ALD) on top of the MM. Diethyl zinc (DEZn) 
and deionized water (H2O) were used as the source of Zn and O2, respectively with 0.1s long 
precursor pulses and the temperature was kept to 85°C. ZnO was deposited on top of the 
substrate by running a 150 cycles which corresponds to a 15nm layer. Finally, plasma 
cleaning was executed for 15 minutes to remove oxygen vacancies. The optical quality of the 
film is highly important for achieving strong, clean emission at room temperatures. To 
demonstrate this point, Fig. 2(a) shows the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of ZnO grown 
on a Si substrate by a different method (electron-beam evaporation). This PL spectrum is 
dominated by strong emission from surface defects and oxygen vacancies and the ZnO 
exciton peak at 380nm is completely surpassed by the defects emission. A scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) image of the sample (Fig. 2(a) inset) shows many surface defects. In 
contrast ZnO grown by ALD as described above (shown in Fig. 2(b)) exhibits a strong 
excitonic peak at 380nm with nearly zero emission from defects and an optically flat surface 
(see SEM image in inset). An AFM surface map of the ZnO layer is graphed in Fig. 2(c) with 
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a maximum peak to valley roughness of 0.3nm, showing that the ALD grown ZnO is free of 
surface defects and is indeed optically flat. 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of electron-beam grown ZnO on Si substrate; 
inset: SEM image of the sample surface. (b) PL spectrum ZnO grown by ALD. Inset: SEM 
image of sample surface. (c) Atomic Forace Micosrocope micrograph of the ALD grown 
sample with a maximum peak to valley roughness of 0.3nm. 

4. ZnO emission on ENZ metamaterial 

 

Fig. 3. (a) PL spectrum of ZnO on 4P, 1P, and bare Si, normalized to the PL intensity of ZnO 
on Si. (b) Schematic of experimental setup for measuring the PL signal. 

PL measurements were carried out on an altered Horiba Spectrofluorometer. The samples 
were pumped by a He-Cd 325nm laser and emission was collected by a photomultiplier tube 
(PMT) after passing through a 355nm long pass filter (see schematic in Fig. 3(b)). For this 
measurement 15nm of ZnO were grown on top of Si substrate (reference sample), a control 
sample consisting of one period (1P) of Al2O3/Ge/Ag, and the 4P MM. The ZnO layer was 
grown in a single process on all the substrates. Figure 4(a) shows the PL intensity for the three 
samples measured under the same excitation conditions. The inset shows a schematic of the 
different substrates for ZnO. We measured a 90% reduction in the intensity of emission from 
the 4P MM in comparison to the 1P reference and control samples. The reason for the 
fabrication of the 1P reference sample is that in metallic structures the phenomena of 
quenching is always a concern, therefore a reference sample is needed in order to eliminate to 
possibility of reduced emission due to quenching into a lossy SPP mode. The amount of 
quenching into a SPP mode in the 1P and 4P structures is identical since both structures 
support the same surface mode, however, since the 4P MM also supports bulk modes in 
addition to the SPP it is expected that radiation would be directed into these modes as 
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explained in the next section. The dramatic change in emission intensity between 1P and 4P is 
the indicator of this effect. It should also be noted that the absorption of the pump was 
ensured to remain the same for all samples. 

5. Photonic density of states and EM field simulations 

To search for the cause of reduced emission into the far-field from ZnO on top of the 4P 
structure we calculated the wavelength resolved local photonic density of states (WLDOS) for 
the ZnO exciton using a dyadic Green function approach [13,20]. In Fig. 4(a) we plot the 
WLDOS as a function of wavelength and normalized wave-vector, kx/k0. We note that in the 
ENZ regime the modes in the MM exhibit nearly flat dispersion. As demonstrated in photonic 
crystals, flat dispersion indicates near zero group velocity [21]. Even in a lossy system the 
density of states is proportional to the inverse of the group velocity and hence preferential 
emission into the metamaterial is expected due to light trapping in slow-light modes [12,22]. 

In addition to the WLDOS calculation, we modeled the exciton emission of ZnO using 
Finite Element Method with commercial software COMSOL. In the simulation, an exciton is 
modeled as a perfect electric dipole placed in the middle of a dielectric layer set with the 
optical constants of ZnO. The layers’ thickness and optical constants of the individual layers 
are taken from the TEM micrograph and from elliposmetry measurements. Figure 4(b) graphs 
the electric field emitted in the vicinity of the 4P metamaterial for three different wavelengths, 
corresponding to three regimes of dispersion: Top – Elliptical (at 320nm), Middle – ENZ (at 
380nm), Bottom – hyperbolic (at 500nm). See Visualization 1 and Visualization 2 
supplementary video files for an emission wavelength scan between 300 and 600nm for 
horizontal and vertical oriented dipoles respectively. Note that in the two latter cases radiation 
is enhanced and directed into the metamaterial. For comparison, the inset in middle panel 
maps the radiation pattern of ZnO on a Si substrate where it is largely reflected to the far-
field. 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Wavelength resolved local photonic density of states (WLDOS). The areas where 
the slope of bright curves begin to flatten are slow modes in the ENZ regime. (b) Simulations 
of electric field (arb. units) emitted by a dipole embedded in a ZnO layer on top of the 4P 
metamaterial at three wavelength corresponding to three areas of dispersion, Top: Elliptical 
(320nm), Middle: ENZ (380nm), Bottom: Hyperbolic (500nm). Inset in middle: radiation of 
ZnO on Si substrate. See Visualization 1 and Visualization 2 for continuous scan between 300 
and 600nm. 

6. Discussion 

ZnO has large exciton binding energy (~60meV) with bright UV-Blue emission at room 
temperature and can be grown in a variety of structures including nanorods and nanoparticles . 
Nanorods can also be used for realizing an ENZ MM in a similar way to what we have shown. 
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In such a structure, with ZnO embedded as an active component, the enhanced PDOS and the 
slow modes could possibly be combined to achieve population inversion at lower thresholds. 
The high anisotropy of the effective permittivity of the MM allows good confinement in one 
direction and allows directional coupling to a waveguide in the orthogonal direction thus 
making an ideal on-chip light source. Another very important aspect to consider in these 
devices is the subject of ohmic loss. As with every plasmonic structure even though the field 
enhancement factor is large there will be unavoidable ohmic losses as the wave propagates 
through the material, therefore, the ability to extract the light into a lossless medium is crucial 
for practical devices. Out-coupling from the ENZ MM can be achieved through nano-
patterning or phase matching schemes [2,23,24]. 

7. Summary 

In summary, preferential emission in an ENZ regime has been shown for ZnO on top metal-
dielectric superlattice. Preferential emission in EnZ materials can be used for in/out couplers 
for ultra-subwavelength waveguides and emission into slow modes shows great promise for 
improving the gain properties of nanoscale plasmonic lasers. 
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